
 

Structure more effective in high school
science classes, study reveals
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This is University of Virginia education professor Robert Tai. Credit: Jane Haley-
U.Va. Staff Photographer

Self-led, self-structured inquiry may be the best method to train
scientists at the college level and beyond, but it's not the ideal way for all
high school students to prepare for college science.

That's according to findings of a study conducted by University of
Virginia professor Robert Tai and Harvard University researcher Philip
Sadler. Their study appears in this month's International Journal of 
Science Education.

Data show that "autonomy doesn't seem to hurt students who are strong
in math and may, in fact, have a positive influence on their attitude
toward science" Tai said. However, "Students with a weak math
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background who engaged in self-structured learning practices in high
school may do as much as a full letter grade poorer in college science,"
he said.

Tai, associate professor of education in U.Va.'s Curry School, and
Sadler, director of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics'
Science Education Department, conducted the study, which used data
from a national survey of more than 8,000 high school science students.

"The findings suggest that students with lower levels of high school
mathematics attainment had greater success in college science when they
reported more teacher-structured laboratory experiences in high school,"
Tai and Sadler report in their study, "Same Science for All? Interactive
Association of Structure in Learning Activities and Academic
Attainment Background on College Science Performance in the U.S.A."

According to Tai, many secondary science classes are turning to a self-
structured method of learning with the notion that students will discover
science on their own. "Advocates should be sobered by this study's
findings," Tai said.

"Self-structured instructional practices - sometimes referred to as self-
led inquiry - have many advocates, but this study suggests that this
approach does not fit all students," Tai said. "Giving more guidance to
some science students and more freedom to others seems likely to pay
off in college."

"Student-led projects and investigations do not appear to be as
productive as other approaches to teaching science in high school,"
Sadler said. "Increasing student autonomy may be motivated by the goal
of providing experiences more akin to scientific research, but only the
strongest students appear to get much out of such opportunities in most
classrooms."
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Tai and Sadler point out in their report that it is important for a teacher
to carefully decide how much guidance to provide in an inquiry-based
teaching approach based on each student's achievement. They write: "Of
primary concern is the quality of student work produced in these
activities. For many teachers who assign independent inquiry activities
and rely on students to design and conduct them, the reality is that while
some students may do good work, others languish."

Source: University of Virginia (news : web)
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